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Dell Wyse KY1V8 mounting kit

Brand : Dell Wyse Product code: KY1V8

Product name : KY1V8

Dual VESA Arm Mounting Kit, Dell Wyse 5030

Dell Wyse KY1V8 mounting kit:

The Dual VESA Arm Mount is used to mount the 5030 thin client between an industry standard arm and
monitor screen (up to 27"). This is only designed to support the Wyse 5030.
Dell Wyse KY1V8. Package width: 305 mm, Package depth: 220 mm, Package height: 64 mm

Technical details

Compatibility Dell Wyse 5030

Packaging data

Package width 305 mm

Packaging data

Package depth 220 mm
Package height 64 mm
Package weight 1.03 kg
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